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I WAS JUST THINKING:   I realized I was dyslexic when I went to a toga 
party dressed as a goat. 

EDITOR’S RANT:   

 

 

So the West Wants Out. A growing number of disenchanted 
western Canadians are hootin’ and hollerin’ that they’re mad as 
Hell and they’re not going to take it any more. There is no doubt 
that not all Canadians are created or at least treated equally. In 
order for a government to get or stay elected they must appease 
the “905’ area that includes Toronto with it’s own surrounding 
colonies and “la belle province”. Why is this the case? It is where 
the biggest concentration of Canadians live and vote! 

If, after sober consideration, we decide to go it alone or worse 
yet, offer ourselves to our neighbours to the south, we will have 
to develop a strategy. We can’t just eat bread, oil and potash. 
Yes, we can make our own high quality beer, but what about 
wine? If we try to export the products we do produce, we run the 
risk of a trade war. We would have to actually understand what 
tariffs are and produce our own! 

We hear the same rhetoric coming from our western politicians 
that has been fed to Quebecers for decades and even taught in 
their schools. Albertans are being told that we are carrying the 
rest of the country on our backs to the tune of twenty billion dol-
lars a year and that we can no longer afford to do so. This to is  
a biased oversimplification, but the west actually has a point 
here. Just like our Quebec siblings, I have not personally gotten 
access to the actual government books and I, for one, lack the  



Rant cont’d. 

HEALTH AND WELFARE: 
It is worth mentioning more than once in this bulletin how pleased we all were to see 
both Bill Carter and Les Bellan able to attend the evening. Both of these gentlemen have 
been repeatedly dealt a lousy hand but continue to battle and appear too be making   
progress. As you know from Don Greig’s note last week, Bill needs some powerful cards 
and Les could use a decent hand as well. To complete the metaphor, we all hope the 
dealer sends some special love their way very soon. We are not forgetting Carol Lesniak 
who is also continuing cancer treatment and is in our thoughts regularly.  

Our president, Allan Bleiken has a lot less gall that he did last week, having had his gall 
bladder  removed after several painful days while the diagnosis could be verified.  

Lloyd Wilson is now almost recovered from the pneumonia that prevented him from at-
tending Curlarama. 

lack the expertise to fully interpret the bottom line anyway, but there are always at least 
two questions that must be asked. Can we afford to stay? Can we afford to go? Do we 
have enough income potential to sustain us if we cut ties with Canada? Wouldn’t we still 
be landlocked with the only real consumer of our oil being the US? Mr. Trump has a history 
of picking on the weak and disadvantaged. That could be us! We already have a vague 
hint of the consequences of getting into an all out trade war with a super power nation.  
How much do border guards along the eastern Saskatchewan and western Alberta bor-
ders cost? How about a wall along the 49th parallel? Who can we get to pay for that wall? 
It is one thing to posture. It is another when someone ten or even a hundred times your 
size calls your bluff. This is the time to let the Feds know we are serious but we need to lift 
our focus a bit further down field from time to time to make sure we aren’t going over the 
falls. If we do, all the mixed metaphors in the world won’t help us. 

If it comes to an “all in” scenario, there are the political questions. Will we become two 
more countries or should we combine forces and make just one more country? Would we 
prefer to live in Alberchewan or Saskerta? Who would lead us? I’m pretty sure that in a po-
litical game of Family Feud, Kenny would beat Moe to the button and opt to play. How 
would we prevent a “déjà vu” situation where former Saskatchewanians with a significantly 
smaller population might feel ignored by the former Albertans?  How could we prevent a 
“The East Wants Out” (of our new little country) or even a “The East Wants Back In” (to 
Canada) movement from arising? We would do well to watch carefully how Brexit turns out 
over the next few years. The fact that Boris Johnson is Donald Trump with a different hair-
cut and a higher IQ provides little cause for optimism. It is complicated and can potentially 
precipitate a migraine. Maybe we should all bundle up our metaphorical baggage, take a 
couple of Advils, go to bed and see if this whole thing has blown over by morning. If it has 
not, we have a powerful lot of thinking to do. 



 

 

SO NOW YOU KNOW…. 

                 Body scans of 250 lb and 120 lb people          

 

Normal child’s skull before losing baby teeth  



 

         PRESIDENT’S christmas party  

 
          Remember, the Christmas Party has been moved back a day to  

 

                                     friday, december 20th   

 

show up in your best christmas duds to the belvedere g and cc 

 

                    ThE fuNNIN’ bEgINS wITh a REcEPTIoN aT 6:00 

                   followED by DINNER wITh all ThE fIxIN’S aT 7:00 



LAST MEETING:  Cribbage Night November 13th 

Twenty four hopefuls and half a dozen observers gathered at the 
GCCC to vie for the Gyro Cribbage Champion Title and all the good-
ies that go with that. Some beverages and socializing, fine meal and 
a business meeting that was chaired by VP, Ted Ewanchuck had 
preceeded the main event. Finally, the boards and cards were broken 
out. After couple of long hours the winners emerged. The Champions 
were Paul West and Brian Wolfe. They scored the big loot—the 
choice of fine wine (one bottle each from the “over $10 section” of the 
store. The runners-up team of Les Bellan and Ray Davis.   

The business meeting revealed that Paul West’s luck was not limited 
to cards. He also was blessed with the winning 50/50 ticket and pocketed about $80. Vice 
President Ted shared  a few complimentary thoughts about your editor before ensuring that 
the District VIII Bulletin Editor’s award for 2018/19 reached its final resting place for this 
year. It will sit in my home office until somebody asks for it’s return next summer. This is cer-
tainly a labour of love—something I truly enjoy putting together, but it is always nice to get 
feedback that others have gained some value and pleasure from that labour.   

It was especially noteworthy that both Les Bellan and Bill Carter, who have been on our 
wounded worrier list for some time now, were able to join us. Great to see you out, guys. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MEETINGS FROM BEYOND: 
 
Don’t forget the REGIONAL CONVENTION in Medicine Hat, May 28th to 31st. 

 

and the INTERNATONAL CONVENTION in Victoria June 9th to June 14th. 

 Cribbage Night contd. 

 
 

 



 

Hmmm... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Vern didn’t have much success on the professional arm wrestling circuit, but he has high hopes for his boy  



MEETINGS FROM BEYOND: 
 
Don’t forget the REGIONAL CONVENTION in Medicine Hat, May 28th to 31st. 

 

and the INTERNATONAL CONVETION in Victoria June 9th to June14th. 

NEXT MEETING: Billiards, November 27th 

I hate to be a stickler for detail but I doubt if anyone in our group 
will be playing Billiards on the 27th since the game requires a 
different table, different balls (3) and a whole different level of 
skill. I suspect we will be playing a form of snooker or “8-Ball” on 
a snooker table just like we always do. I also assume we will be 
playing said 8-Ball here in the Park at Caffreys. Hold that      
suggestion in your head until further notice or until someone    
offers a knowledgeable contradiction. The chairman for this event is Paul West who will be 
ably assisted by Rick O’Donnell. 

 

AND THE MEETING AFTER THAT:   Bowling December 11th 
The scene will shift from little balls to honkin’ big ones at the 
Gateway Recreation Centre Lanes. Brian Wolfe is your go to 
guy for this one with Bill Carter and Bruce Copeland providing 
back-up. If memory serves me we can choose our own meal in 
the bar after we have sufficiently scarred the hardwood on the 
lanes. 

 



 

COOL PICS FROM THE PAST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So which person waiting on the tarmac is the New York 
Times reporter?    Oh, those Republicans. They never 
change!   

                     1930’s airplane interior 

   1950. Buldozer moves around a completely gutted interior of the Whitehouse     
                                   (complete interior rebuild 1949-1952) 



GYRETTE GIGGLES  

 

 
 

     

 

 



    

   

Oh my….  

                                                       I think Halloween should be left to the kids…. 

           Yup. It really is Sean Connery competing in a Mr. Universe contest 



      

‘TIS THE SEASON & (Happy Thanksgiving 

   

 

                                                         Movember can spawn some crazy creativity 



 

 

 

   

THE GOOD OL’ HOCKEY GAME 

      



 

    

 

 

      

 

THOSE WERE THE DAYS   

James Cameron directing Leonardo de caprio and Kate Winslet 
in   a scene from Titanic  

Those ‘70’s styles were so cool and yet affordable. 
Wish they were back. Don’t you?  



 

 

 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

 

                                                                                                                          

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 



Meanwhile NOT in Canada  

 

 
 

 

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 

              

        

  

 

   



 ANIMAL INSTINKS 

 

 

        

 

 

 

                       Reincarnated Einstein 



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS 

 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 

 

 


